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ABSTRACT

In this work rateless codes are used as the key content deliv-
ery mechanism for the design of a novel P2P live streaming
application. Novel algorithms for the management of the
peers’ resources and the exploitation of the rateless codes
for content delivery in a mesh based overlay are presented.
Moreover, the application is optimized for the streaming of
scalable video coding. A full prototype has been developed
and tested over the Planetlab network showing excellent per-
formance in a world scale deployment. To the best of our
knowledge no previous experimentation of a P2P streaming
application based on rateless codes has been performed in
such an uncontrolled and realistic environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications;
E.4 [Coding and Information Theory]: Error control
codes

General Terms

Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords

Rateless codes, SVC, P2P streaming, Planetlab

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the use of channel coding at the application level

in peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming systems has gained much
attention. First of all, using channel coding one gets a con-
tent distribution mechanism very robust to packet losses.
Moreover, encoding makes all coded blocks equally impor-
tant: any set of a sufficiently high number of coded blocks
allows for the original information to be reconstructed, thus
eliminating the so called last block problem.
The availability of powerful and computationally tractable

rateless codes [7] has further pushed the adoption of coding
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technique in P2P platforms [8]. Indeed through the rate-
less coding paradigm the encoder can generate an arbitrary
number of coded packets without knowing a-priori the num-
ber of losses and/or requests of a given piece of information.
The rateless feature has the potential to greatly simplify the
dissemination protocol used in P2P applications.

In this paper we focus on the usage of rateless codes in
mesh based P2P live streaming applications. In [9] a first
complete protocol based on LT codes [7] has been proposed.
In particular, LT codes have been used to design a push
based distribution policy avoiding the need of content rec-
onciliation on the recipients side. Moreover, an optimal
allocation of the peer bandwidth to minimize end-to-end
latencies is proposed and evaluated. The whole protocol
is tested in a controlled emulated environment with highly
over-provisioned system resources. In [4] we have presented
a simulative study of an enhanced policy for the delivery of
rateless coded packets that achieves higher throughput and
lower end-to-end delay.

In this paper, the lesson learned in [4] has been applied
to design a real P2P live streaming application: ToroVerde
Streaming (TVS). The contributions of this novel design are
manifold. First of all, a novel policy for the distribution
of LT coded packets is proposed, that is based on the re-
sults of [4] and the usage of Bloom filters [2]. In particular,
peers are allowed to propagate coded packets in a random
mesh overlay following a simple push approach. Each coded
packet conveys a Bloom filter containing routing informa-
tion to avoid loops in the distribution path. Moreover, TVS
represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first complete
implementation of a P2P live streaming applications using
rateless codes to be tested in the realistic Planetlab network.
The usage of rateless coding in a push-based mechanism has
required the proposal of original solutions that have been
neglected in previous simulative studies, i.e. selection of the
neighbors based on their decoding activity, selection of the
best coded packets to be forwarded to each neighbor and
dropping policies to control the end-to-end playout delay.

Another major contribution of TVS is the adoption of dis-
tribution and buffering techniques supporting scalable video
coding (SVC). According to the recent scalable extension of
the AVC/H.264 video coding standard [5] the video content
can be encoded with a small bitrate penalty in a hierarchy
of layers, where the base layer (BL) carrying the lower qual-
ity/resolution video signal can be improved with a set of
enhancement layers (EL). TVS supports SVC to mitigate
the on-off behavior incurred by the usage of channel block
codes. Indeed, when using LT codes a segment of the video



is whether completely decoded (provided that enough coded
packets are received before their playout deadline) or is fully
missing, thus heavily impacting on the user experience. This
latter shortcoming has been counteracted in TVS by using
SVC aware dropping policies; in particular, each peer is able
to react against the reduction of his download capacity by
prioritizing the retrieval of BL packets while dropping the
EL packets.

2. ARCHITECTURE
TVS is a protocol designed to exploit the advantages of

LT codes [7] to support a live video streaming application.
The kernel of the P2P application is constituted by the

distribution of data chunks composed by k packets over a
non structured overlay of peers through a simple push ap-
proach. Instead of transmitting the original data packets,
LT coded packets are encoded and forwarded by the peers.
The use of coding guarantees that any peer can get the orig-
inal k packets by decoding from any set of k(1 + ǫ) coded
packets, where ǫ is the overhead introduced by LT coding.
LT encoded packets can be produced only by peers that have
already received the original k packets and consists in simple
binary XOR operations among a random set of d packets,
provided that d is selected according to the Robust Soliton
Distribution [7]. Instead of transmitting the binary map
of the original packets used to encoded a given LT coded
packet, the seed of the pseudo-random generation process is
communicated along with the coded packet so as to allow
the decoding peer to repeat the random selection.
On the decoder side, each packet is used to fill a linear sys-

tem of equations that can be efficiently solved on the fly by
the algorithm we proposed in [1], that requires smaller over-
head than standard message passing decoding of LT codes.
The use of LT codes achieves two important results. First

of all, the coded packets are intrinsically robust to packet
losses. Therefore the simple UDP protocol has been used
at the transport layer. Second, LT coding simplifies the
recollection of the k data pieces at the decoder that does
not have to explicitly ask for particular fragments of the in-
formation. Indeed, different peers using different seeds in
the random generation of their coded packets can simply
push such packets to a destination peer without the need of
coordination. In other words, TVS exploits parallel down-
loading of a chunk without the need of data reconciliation
at the packet level.
On the other hand, LT coding has the drawback to insert

a certain delay in the distribution process since, at a first
sight, only peers that have already decoded the original k
packets can push new coded packets. TVS implements an
enhanced version of the solution proposed and analyzed only
by simulations in [4] to allow a peer to forward coded packets
before it actually decodes the whole chunk. According to
[4] a peer can forward a received coded packet only once;
this simple solution avoids the distribution of duplicated, i.e.
potentially useless, coded packets provided that the overlay
topology does not contain loops of peers. In TVS we do not
enforce such topological constraint but we include a Bloom
filter [2] in the packet header to compactly represent the
path already covered by any coded packet. The ID of every
destination peer is hashed and accumulated in the Bloom
filter bitmask. When selecting a new destination the Bloom
filter is used to detect if a given ID has already been added,
avoiding to push a useless packet. In the case of completed

pieces the sender can encode new packets and the Bloom
filter is set to all 0s; indeed new coded blocks useful for all
the interested receivers can be generated on the fly according
to the random LT coding process. The Bloom filter can yield
false positives when querying for an already visited ID. This
event can be kept under control by properly dimensioning
the bit mask and the hash functions; in the prototype we
used 32 bits Bloom filters with 3 hash functions.

The kernel based on the distribution of a single chuck is
used to support a live video streaming application by asso-
ciating with each chunk the video packets corresponding to
a Group of Picture (GOP) encoded by the AVC/H.264 en-
coder. Therefore, the compressed bitstream is fragmented
into a sequence of chunks that consist in independently de-
codable video units.

The TVS architecture is organized in three layers, namely
the overlay network, the content distribution and the video
layer that are described in the following.

2.1 Overlay Layer
To build the random mesh overlay we use a tracker that

stores the addresses of the peers connected to the network,
associates each of them with a unique identifier (ID) and
sends a random list of addresses upon request by a peer
joining the overlay. Periodically, every peer must send to the
tracker a keep alive message, in order to detect silent depar-
tures. In future extensions of the protocol these messages
could be used to send statistics to the tracker, to implement
more complex overlay management.

A joining peer contacts the tracker and gets a random sub-
set of peers already in the overlay. The peer then sends a
contact message to all the addresses returned by the tracker,
forming its own neighbor list with the peers accepting the
connection request. It is worth pointing out that here and
in the following the concept of connection is used with a
little abuse of notation since in TVS only UDP messages are
exchanged among the peers without establishing any reliable
connection. The neighborhood relationship is bidirectional
and a keep-alive strategy is used among the peers. When a
neighbor does not send keep-alive messages for some time,
or when it sends an explicit quit message, it is removed from
the neighbor list.

When a peer has Nmax neighbors, it does not accept fur-
ther connection requests. When this list has less that Nmin

entries, the peer can ask the tracker for supplementary ad-
dresses. The only exception is made for the video server
that can accept a larger number of neighbors and period-
ically drops some of them so as to increase the number of
peers that can be probed as potentially good neighbors, e.g.
with a higher upload capability. Clearly, it is very important
for the server to select as neighbors peers with high resources
since this represents the first hop for the video distribution
in the overlay.

2.2 Content distribution layer
The content distribution layer is the most important part

of the system; the task accomplished by this layer is the se-
lection of the coded packets to be pushed to every neighbor.
The goal of this stage is the maximization of the outgoing
throughput while avoiding to flood the overlay with dupli-
cated packets thanks to the usage of the Bloom filters.

TVS uses UDP at the transport layer, coupled with the
TFRC algorithm [3] to limit network congestion. According



to TFRC a peer notifies packet reception sending periodical
feedbacks allowing each peer to estimate the upload capacity
towards every neighbor.
In TVS we use a dynamic buffer B to store the video

chunks, ordered according to their sequence numbers be-
tween Bfirst and Blast. Every chunk with sequence number
∈ [Bfirst,Blast] can be in one of three states, empty, partially
decoded and decoded depending on the state of the LT de-
coder. While these states are crucial for the management of
B, the unique information that is shared with the neighbors
is whether a peer is still interested in a particular chunk, i.e.
it is in not yet in the decoded state.
Every time a peer decodes a chunk, a STOP CHUNKmes-

sage is signalled to all its neighbors that in turn stop sending
coded packets of that chunk. Every peer keeps a buffermap
BMP for each neighbor P . BMP is a binary representation
of the useful chunks of a given peer with sequence number
larger than FCP , whose value is initialized as soon as the
first STOP CHUNK message is received from the neighbor.
A chunk with sequence number SEQ is needed by a peer P
if FCP has not yet been initialized or if SEQ ≥ FCP and
the bit in position (SEQ−FCP ) is set to true in BMP . As
soon as none of the neighbors needs a given chunk this is
removed from B (if the player has already consumed it) and
if it is the eldest Bfirst is incremented.
A peer pushes encoded packets to a subset of its neigh-

bors called the enabled set, that is refreshed every Tenabled

s according to a criterion to compare neighbors. The worst
enabled peer is substituted with a random peer; then, the
best disabled peer is enabled if it is ranked better than the
next to the worst enabled. The adopted strategy is borrowed
from the popular BitTorrent protocol but the way used to
rank the neighbors is completely novel. The key observation
is that a peer of the TVS overlay can fully exploit its upload
bandwidth when pushing fresh coded packets obtained from
already decoded chunks; on the contrary, a coded packet of
a partially decoded chunk can be shared only once thus lim-
iting the outgoing throughput. Therefore, the earlier a peer
decodes a chunk, the more peers it can serve compatibly
with its upload capacity. For this reason, in TVS it is useful
to promote peers with more upload capacity so that they can
decode chunks earlier and efficiently share them. To this end
TVS introduces the decoding time of a peer DT , defined as
the highest sequence number of the chunks in B whose state
is decoded, minus the number of partially decoded chunks in
B. A peer has the highest DT if it has already decoded
the most recent chunk without partially decoded chunks in
the middle. The advantage of a peer over its neighbors is
measured by the lead index (LI), defined as the difference
between the peer DT and the average DT in its neighbor-
hood. Every peer estimates LI based on the knowledge of
the BMs of its neighbors.
The peers are divided into two classes according to their

upload bandwidth and LI. The leaders are peers whose
upload capacity at least doubles the video bitrate and whose
LI is larger than a predefined threshold ∆l. The remaining
ones fall into the class of the followers. The leaders and the
followers use different enabling policies: the first ones, rank
the neighbors according to the LI thus preferring to enable
other leaders, i.e. giving greater priority to the peers that
need rarer chunks; the followers rank the peers in terms of
the number of packets they have uploaded in the last 20 s,

i.e. a conventional tit-for-tat mechanism promoting more
altruistic peers.

Finally, in TVS the number of enabled neighbors (E) de-
pends on the upload capacity of each peer. To this end we
define two predicates, that are evaluated after every coded
packet push: DEC is true if the outgoing queue is full for
more than a half, INC is true if the outgoing queue is empty
and it is not possible to push at least one coded packet to a
neighbor. If DEC (INC) is true three times in a row, E is
decreased (increased) by one unit, unless it has reached its
lower (upper) bound.

2.3 Video Buffer layer
The video buffer layer represents the interface between the

content distribution layer and the video player. The video
buffer layer is responsible for the selection of the decoded

chunks in B to be forwarded to the player. The goal of this
layer is to guarantee to the user a as continuous as possible
playout.

The buffering strategy for the player is quite standard.
The player is started for the first time when the number of
decoded chunks in a row reaches the startup chunks thresh-
old. Then, decoded chunks are periodically sent to the video
player, provided that the number of decoded chunks in B

does not fall below the start buffering threshold. In such
a case a new buffering period is started until the decoded
chunks return over the end buffering threshold.

The most original part of the video buffering layer in TVS
is represented by the dropping strategy that has been de-
signed to support both non scalable and scalable video cod-
ing. The use of rebuffering alone can highly impact on the
performance of a live P2P streaming platform. Indeed, ev-
ery time a peer stops the playout for rebuffering the lag with
respect to the live streaming server increases. The delayed
peer may experience great difficulties in a churning overlay
network, since the information it is looking for turns rarer
and rarer.

The TVS protocol uses the LI metric defined above to
detect if a peer is experiencing a high decoding delay com-
pared to its neighbors. In particular, if LI is below a nega-
tive threshold ∆d the eldest partially decoded chunk in B is
dropped by artificially signalling its completion to the neigh-
bors.

Moreover, the video buffering layer allows TVS to han-
dle SVC video without any modifications of the underlying
architecture, provided that different video layers are con-
veyed by separated chunks. The SVC hierarchical depen-
dencies among the chunks are taken into account by the
video buffering layer only. The key idea is that in pres-
ence of SVC chuck dropping policies have a higher priority
than buffering; indeed dropping of chunks that correspond
to video enhancement layers (EL) reduces the video quality
without interrupting the service. Therefore, in presence of
SVC, buffering works as previously described by monitoring
only the chunks of the base layer (BL). To compensate for
bandwidth fluctuations TVS employs the dropping criterion
presented above by taking into account that EL chunks can
be dropped with reduced penalty. These two simple mod-
ifications imply that rebuffering is activated only when an
interruption in the reception of the BL video is expected,
whereas when LI < ∆d, i.e. the peer is getting delayed
because of a reduction in its download capacity, some EL
chunks are given up.



Table 1: TVS parameters.
k 120 Tenabled 1s
LT RSD c = δ = 0.01 [7] ∆l 6
packets size 1328 bytes ∆d -6
Nmax 80 startup chunks 12
Nmin 20 start buffering 2
E [5, 60] end buffering 8

To conclude the presentation of TVS we show in Tab. 1
the typical values for the most important parameters used
in the protocol implementation.

3. PROTOCOL DEVELOPMENT AND

EXPERIMENTATION
A prototype implementing the TVS protocol has been

developed using the C++ language and deployed over the
Planetlab network to test its performance in a realistic sce-
nario. To simulate overlay networks of hundreds of peers
we run multiple TVS instances per Planetlab node; to over-
come the bandwidth limitation on the the shared Planetlab
nodes we simulate all the TVS operations by sending dummy
coded packets containing only their headers. Then, we de-
lay the outgoing queue of each peer so as to simulate the
real coded packet payload of 1328 bytes. In this way laten-
cies and upstream bottlenecks are the same as if the whole
packets video were transported.
The performance of the TVS protocol has been measured

in terms of the continuity index (CI), defined as the fraction
of video packets retrieved by a peer before the corresponding
playback deadline.

3.1 Over-provisioned scenario
The first set of experiments has been worked out in a sce-

nario where peer nodes are well provisioned in terms of up-
load bandwidth and exhibit a stable behavior. In particular
we let 400 peers join the overlay, then persist in the network
for about two hours. The upload capacity of the peers is se-
lected randomly in the range between 1 and 10 Mbps. The
upload bandwidth of the streaming server is constrained to
be equal to twice the video bitrate.
In Fig. 1 CI is reported as a function of the video bitrate

ranging from 100 kbps to 1 Mbps. It is worth noting that
TVS is able to support the video service very reliably, with
CI almost equal to 1, up to 1 Mbps in this stable scenario.
It is important to recall that this results are obtained using
a video server with upload capacity able to support only two
users.
It is always hard to perform a fair comparison with other

systems previously presented in the literature when deal-
ing with a realistic testbed implementation on the Planetlab
network that changes over the years and whose performance
depends on the actual system load. In this paper we show for
comparison the simulation results for the AnySee protocol
reported in [6]. This latter is a multi-layers mesh-based pro-
tocol that does not use coding. The experiments provided
in [6] use the same upload bandwidth distribution used by
ours, with random values in the range 1 to 10 Mbps, whereas
no details on the server upload capacity are reported. By
comparing TVS and Anysee in Fig. 1 it turns out that the
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Figure 1: Continuity index under stable environ-
ment

first yields a significant gain in terms of CI, expecially for
high video bitrates.

Then we show the effect of peer churning in the proposed
scenario. In this case, peers join and leave the network, os-
cillating between ON and OFF periods, modeled by a neg-
ative exponential distribution, experiencing an average life-
time period in the range between 50 and 400 s. In Fig. 2 we
show the CI versus the average lifetime period when stream-
ing video at 1 Mbps on an overlay with an average popula-
tion of 400. The obtained experimental performance shows
that TVS is able to guarantee a high CI even in presence
of a dynamic environment where peers persist in the system
for less that 50 s. In the same graph we report for com-
parison the simulation results from [6], obtained in a more
favourable case using a video with a lower bitrate of 300
kbps. In this case the advantage offered by rateless coding
are very relevant.

Looking at the delays, in all previous experiments TVS
exhibits a startup delay of about 25 seconds, against the
40 s reported in [6]. Moreover we tested the possibility to
provide the user with a quick preview obtained as far as the
first chunk of k video packets is received. This preview can
be obtained in less than 10 s, then the user can wait for
the additional buffering time only if the content is matching
her interests. The TVS delay values are comparable with
those obtained by simulation in [9] where a rather complex
distributed algorithm for the optimal allocation of the peer
bandwidth is proposed.

3.2 Band-limited scenario
The most challenging goal for a P2P protocol is the abil-

ity to support the application even if the resources pro-
vided by the peers are scarce. In the following experiments
we adopted a more realistic upload bandwidth distribution
shown in Tab.2, obtained choosing typical values and al-
lowing TVS to use only 90% of the upload capacity. This
scenario yields an average upload bandwith of 512 kbps. In
this case a video bitrate of 400 kbps has been streamed us-
ing a video server able to upload it twice. An overlay of 400
peers has been simulated where 200 peers follows the same
ON-OFF exponential model used above. Here we want to
understand if the presence of a large percentage of unreli-
able peers affect the performance of the stable ones. The
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Figure 2: Continuity index under churning
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Figure 3: Continuity index in presence of churn and
limited upload.

average CI experienced by the 200 stable peers is plotted in
Fig. 3 as a function of the lifetime of the peers perform-
ing churn. These results show that TVS is robust to peer
churning and is able to provide a good performance when the
upload contributions are limited. The use of channel cod-
ing is particularly useful in this scenario since it is simpler
to replace a leaving peer without the need of any explicit
coordination regarding partially downloaded chunks.
As a benchmark for comparison we recall that [9] is re-

ported to support a video bitrate 300 kbps but the corre-
sponding CI is not evaluated since the whole application
with the video buffering layer is not developed and tested.
That result is obtained in a less difficult scenario using larger
upload bandwidths: 10 Mbps server, 30% of the peers with
upload in the range 3-8 Mbps and 30% in the range 200-800
kbps.

3.3 Scalable Video Coding
It is worth pointing out that the use of channel block

codes impacts on the experience offered to the user. Indeed,
in presence of LT coding the access unit to the video is rep-
resented by a sequence of k video packets that are whether
completely decoded or almost completely lost. In fact, we
have experimented that the number of video packets de-

Table 2: Upload bandwidth distribution (kbps).
Percentage Upload TVS upload

0.08 384 345
0.64 512 460
0.12 650 585
0.12 768 690
0.04 1024 920
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Figure 4: Continuity index with SVC

coded when less than k(1 + ǫ) LT coded packets have been
received is very limited, thus making a partially decoded
chunk practically useless for the video playout. Nonetheless
channel coding makes TVS very robust as shown by previ-
ous experiments. A possible solution to overcome this all or
nothing issue is the adoption of SVC to offer a more graceful
degradation of the video quality.

Here we present preliminary results obtained emulating
an SVC coded video where 1/4 of the bitrate is conveyed
by the BL, e.g. low resolution/low quality video, while the
remaining bit budget is allocated to the ELs. Each SVC
GOP is transported by 3 chunks, where only one transports
the BL. The EL chunks can be adaptively dropped according
to the strategy described in Sect.2.3. In this case the user
experience is considered to be continuous as far as at least
the BL can be played.

In Fig. 4 the CI yielded by TVS with SVC is shown in the
case of the band-limited scenario of Tab.2 with 400 peers
with ON-OFF behavior with average lifetime of 100 s. The
CI is reported versus the overall SVC bitrate from 200 to
800 kbps. Fig. 4 shows that peers can dynamically adapt
their behavior to the overlay state, with almost no need to
stop the playout for buffering. Indeed discontinuities are
kept below 1% for all the tested video bitrates.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a preliminary experimental evaluation

of TVS a prototype using rateless codes to support P2P live
streaming. The major finding of this work is that the effi-
cient yet simple LT codes yield a very high CI for a stream-
ing rates up to 1 Mbps both in stable and dynamic scenarios
with limited bandwidth resources. Furthermore TVS is de-
signed to easily exploit SVC coded video to improve the



user experience in terms of service continuity. Although we
observed that TVS allows for a limited buffering delay, we
are currently performing extensive experimentation aiming
at comparing connection, start-up and play-back delays as
well as communication overhead with respect to other mesh
based proposals, e.g., CoolStreamig [11], GridMedia [10].
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